Identification of compounds that enhance the anti-lymphoma activity of rituximab using flow cytometric high-content screening.
In this report, we describe a new flow cytometry technique termed flow cytometric high-content screening (FC-HCS) which involves semi-automated processing and analysis of multiparameter flow cytometry samples. As a first test of the FC-HCS technique, we used it to screen a 2000-compound library, called the National Cancer Institute (NCI) Diversity Set, to identify agents that would enhance the anti-lymphoma activity of the therapeutic monoclonal antibody rituximab. FC-HCS identified 15 compounds from the Diversity Set that significantly enhanced the ability of rituximab to inhibit cell cycle progression and induce apoptosis in lymphoma cells. The validity of the screening results was confirmed for several compounds using additional assays of cell proliferation, apoptosis and cell growth. The FC-HCS technique was relatively simple and reliable and could process up to 1000 samples/day on a single flow cytometer. The FC-HCS technique may be useful for a variety of applications including drug discovery, immunologic monitoring of patients, functional genomics studies and tissue engineering efforts.